
 

 

 

For Business People - making friends with the lens.. 
 

You've been summoned, ordered, cajoled, maybe even bribed (!), to be in a photo to 
promote your products, services or achievements.  Your heart sinks, your stomach feels 
heavy, all of a sudden, you don't know what your hands are for or where to put them, or 
where to put your feet. 
 

Why do we (for 'we', read 90% of the adult population) feel this way?  It's human nature in 

our society to think of ourselves as 'too this...' or 'not enough of that...', and that the circular 
glazed instrument of torture (camera) that is aimed straight at our soul is going to record 
everything that is bad about us...  forever... 
 

BUT 
 

Feel good, and you'll look good!  'Yeah right..,' I hear you say, I can even see you rolling 
your eyes and hear you tutting.  A photo of you representing your business or organisation 
is a GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - so be radical - take a deep breath, gird your loins, and 
face this thing HEAD ON!  Make this opportunity WORK FOR YOU - take the lead, make 
sure YOU are the one that STANDS OUT FROM THE REST.  Be strong, it's NOT GOING 
TO KILL YOU - decide that YOU will give the camera YOUR BEST SHOT, instead of the 
other way around. 
 

Think for a moment, how does your body FEEL when you are feeling good?  Chances are, 
your body will be quite relaxed, no tension in your shoulders, your jaw, your forehead, your 
limbs and joints feel loose and move with ease.  Yes, it takes a little mind-power to 
imagine this image of yourself, all you need to do is just remember it, and put it into action 
by walking tall, upright, chin slightly in the air, looking straight ahead, be 'unafraid' of 
what's about to happen, keep that jaw nice and loose, and that's when the magic happens 
- it's actually much easier to produce a genuine smile when you've done a few seconds of 
mental preparation. 
 

Connect with the lens, and anyone who sees the photo will connect with 
YOU.  That's what we want, isn't it?  Connections with our customers? 
 

Practical tips (keeping this concise, some are aimed at gents, some at ladies, in the absence 

of guidance from your photographer) 
 

Cover up bare arms and mid-riffs if possible Check collars and necklaces are straight 

Put on a jacket if you have one Lay scarves flat around neckline 

Remove bulky outer clothing & chunky 
woollen garments if possible 

Wear hair down rather than scraped back in 
ponytail and UN-tuck from behind ears 

Smooth down eyebrows and check nostrils 

Remove chewing gum and check teeth  

Try to make a 'V' with scarves / big necklace 
jacket / cardigan / blouse under chin 

Remove name badges, passes, and bulky 
items from pockets (phones, wallets, etc) 

Button up jacket if possible and check tie 
not peeping out under front fastening 

When standing, point one foot to camera, 
other foot @ 45 degrees so one shoulder is 
closer to camera than the other. Handbags - 
remove if not tidy or large and bulky. 

Hands - where comfortable - in trouser 
pockets, loosely together in front, folded 
arms, carry something neat & tidy - (avoid 
'drainpipe' arms with chopped off fingers!) 
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